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To Find Fabric and Patterns in this edition. 

 

Visit the Casual Elegance website … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

1. Click on Fabric or patterns. 

2.  Click on a Collection  

3.  Refer to general fabric and pattern categories listed for other products. 

 

 ALL pattern references are EXCUSIVELY Loes Hinse Design and Studio patterns. 

 

 

Some garments on in this edition look like the ‘traditional’ Loes creations!  

Some don’t! We alluded to this change in the February edition of, “The Look.” 

 

Since the February issue of our publication, two of Loes’ seminars took place. 

In those seminars, the attendees were introduced to Loes’ new look. 

Many unpublished patterns representing Loes’ new creations were there to copy. 

 

You may say, “I didn’t attend any March seminar in Carmel, CA.                                        

How can I get the new patterns?” 

Due to a variety of reasons, we do not intend to publish these patterns,                              

at least for now.  

They are available at the seminars only. 

 

However, we will be offering easy instructions to  update Loes’ existing patterns. 

These updated pattern ideas are very close to the “seminar patterns.”   

 

 

New Spring Fabric …. In this edition! 
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A glance     

inside         

Loes’ store 
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A big hit with several seminar attendees was 

the long knit dress. A great addition to      

anyone’s wardrobe, this dress can have long 

sleeves as the picture indicates or short 

sleeves. The length in Loes’ creation                 

is floor length.  

Want it shorter? Your choice. 

 

As a base, Loes suggests the Bianca pattern. 

The Perfect Tee or Cowl Top are great        

alternatives. All of these  patterns are         

in the Loes Hinse Design Collection. 

 

 

NOTE:   This new look is roomier than the 

  traditional Loes’ look. She sug-

  gests using one size larger.  

 

How to: 

1. Lengthen the Bianca pattern to dress length. 

2. Starting at waist, taper out to a point at least 1/2” wider at hip. 

3. From that point on side seams, cut straight down to hem.  

  

Or make it easy!  

Use tank dress in Tank Dress Pattern as a guide for lengthening. 

 

 

     Any of our light weight knits can be used including rayon jersey. 

      Taupey Light Weight Knit (on website) was used in above photo.                          

Need a basic black dress?  

Our new Black Rayon Jersey Mid-weight w/Lycra would be perfect! 
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Loes’ new look includes an       

‘upgraded’ cami  

 

           Floor length 

White rayon jersey w/lycra  

 Perfect for warm weather 

  Wear alone … or not 

Same cami 

Same floor length 

This time in white chiffon  
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Cami’s are versatile! 

Same long white cami dress                      

under a cap tee. 

 

 

Same long white cami 

2 more cami’s layered on top 

(different lengths) 

NOTE:  Serged hem on Cap Tee. 

   Loes serges around one time, 

   lifts knife, and serges again.  
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 So, what should I do? 

 

1. Use the cami view 

2.   Use 2 - 3 sizes larger. Need more body width 

 than pattern offers … add needed width.   

3. Just below waist, taper out drawing a new cut 

 line adding at least 1/2” at hips. 

4. Cut straight down to desired length. 

 

Or make it easy!  

Use tank dress in Tank Dress Pattern as a guide for lengthening. 

I get it!   

 I need these new cami’s! 

 

       To make Loes’ upgraded cami’s, use cami in Tank Dress Pattern,  

       Loes Hinse Design  

 

The Cami is similar to the tank top view in the Tank Dress Pattern.    

However, the shape is MUCH different. The Cami is designed to be very close fitting. 

 

 

 

 

 

The tank top view is on the bottom 

The cami is on top outlined in red. 

Compare the difference. 
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 Another option … 

  A long black cardigan  

   worn over the long 

    cami dress. 

  

 Of course ... 

  worn over the long  

   white cami 

What pattern? 

  The Barcelona Jacket , Loes Hinse Studio 

 

What fabric? 

   Black Light Weight Knit   

 Barcelona for knits only) 

 

What should I do? 

1.  Lengthen pattern 

2.  Finish neck and center front per    

 pattern instructions. 

3. Serge sleeves and bottom. 

NOTE:  To do a serged hem, Loes 

  serges around one time, 

  lifts knife, and serges again.  
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 If cami rides up at center front,  

you need the “BBA” ... Big Bust Adjustment. 

  It is easy … add 1/2” at shoulder seam on front. 

1/2” 
1/2”  

 

May need to raise      

neckline at center 

front 1/2” due to 

adding extra 

length at top. 

 

What about fabric for these cami’s? 

  

As mentioned, the white long cami dress is white rayon jersey w/lycra added. 

It is important that the jersey knit has lycra. Check them out on our website. 

  

 In addition to white ...  

               Palest Peach   Black           Red  
   

Can’t you just see a ‘basic black dress’  in the black jersey w/lycra?  

(Use our heavier choice.) 

 

Or make another long cami using our new white or palest pink knit? 

Wear your jersey cami under it! 
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Curving the hem …  another modern look 

   Knit            Woven   

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Curving the knit hem 

 

1. When cutting out top, curve bottom toward side seams as much as desired. 

2. Sew top together with an exception. Leave one side seam open.   

3. Starting at open side seam, serge around entire bottom ending at the open side. Lift 

 blade, and serge around bottom again. 

4. Serge/sew open side seam ending at rolled edge. Secure loose threads. 

   

Curving the woven hem 

 

1.  Proceed with above steps #1  

2.  Proceed with above step #2. 

3.  Proceed with above step #3 except serge around                

 bottom one time. 

4.  Top stitch 1/2” hem in place.  

5.  Proceed with #4 above. 

 

NOTE:  If preferred, a curved hem can be the same length                

  on front and back.  

white chiffon  

Rochelle with  

curved hem 
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Talking with a customer recently, she noted that neither she nor her friends were 

wearing jackets. It seems jackets are not a wardrobe component in their ‘slowed 

down’ lifestyle.  

Look around. It does seem more traditional jackets are not as popular. 

Where a professional wardrobe is needed, you see jackets. But many of those have 

taken on a softer look. 

In this publication, we are talking about the modern look … less structured and softer.  

 

 

As usual, Loes was thinking ahead when  she designed the Barcelona Jacket pattern.  

Intended for knits, it is a softer look.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Loes’ short jacket comes to the waist or a tad 

above. She also used a narrow 1/2” hem. 

 

How short should I make my jacket? 

Loes’ reply, “Go with the length that looks best on 

your body. Also, what you will wearing with the 

jacket enters the picture.” 

Think about proportion and  

what looks best on you! 

 

 

 

Barcelona pattern upgraded to a 

shorter length.  

 

1/2” hem 
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 When the weather turns warm … 

  cropped pants are the answer.  

 

 You asked again … How can I crop one of Loes’ pant patterns.  

  Here it is! 

 

Solid line is original pattern. Dotted line is new cropped cut line. 

 

For a more straight leg pant: 

1.  Decide on length. 

     A longer length is in. 

2.  Shorten pattern allow- 

 ing for hem width. 

 

NOTE: It is important that width of fabric  

 in the hem is the same width as the leg.  

 Otherwise, the hem will not lay flat under  

 pant. Draw cutline to accommodate this. 

 

 

For a more tapered leg pant: 

1.  Same as above. 

2.  Shorten pattern and redraw cutlines. 

 

NOTE: Be sure to draw cutline on side 

 and inside of leg to accommodate for hem to  

 lay flat in the hem of narrow leg.  

 

  

Fold up for hem 

New bottom 

cutline. 

 

New bottom 

cutline. Fold up 

hem. 
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Large delivery truck pulls up. 

 Boxes transferred from truck to Casual Elegance. 

  Boxes are opened. 

   Fabric bolts are laying on the floor. 

    Lady enters Casual Elegance. 

     Lady doesn’t sew … just curious! 

 

Lady says, “This is a beautiful and professional palette. I can see 

a fabulous wardrobe created using these fabrics. I am so im-

pressed there are people out there sewing garments using this 

fabric. I am looking at the makings of a great wardrobe!” 

 

 

 

 

 

Sharon agreed! 

 Once in awhile, as has happened in the past, Sharon needs fabric and Loes 

does not! Now what? Loes always returns from her fabric buying with a bag full 

of swatches—extras she chose. Very often, Sharon gets the bag. This time … 

Sharon got the bag! So, you and I get to use them! 

 

 On the next page, you will see the wardrobe Sharon did create. There are 

some pieces yet to be completed. But you will get the idea! This is a great 

group.  

 

 For those of you who don’t use this range of colors, there is also a black 

and white group. Loes always finds black and white! 
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What did the lady see?  

      This new fabric on bolts. 

                  Woven  

                      Knit 
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 New fabric transformed into garments! 

 

 

The khaki rayon was a perfect choice for                   

summer cropped pants. 

  

Already had long white herringbone and                         

taupey olive rayon pants.                       

 These fit in perfectly!   

 

   Then there are tops! 

 

With all this ‘cami talk,’ there needed to be at 

least one in this new wardrobe. The palest pink 

rayon jersey w/lycra was my choice. Now good 

to go, this cami will work with my                

new knit tops.  

There are future plans for several more of these 

jersey cami’s. They work well under light weight 

knit and still be cool in hot weather.                      

Or wear them alone! 

 Summer pant group! 

 

Great basic, modern looking tops! All using the upgraded cami pattern. 

Long white knit cami over peach cami. 

Wide hem (Old habits are hard to break!) 

Hint of pink knit cami worn 

over pale peach jersey cami
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I live in the Madagascar Tank!                  

I knew I had to have one made   

out of this new gorgeous fabric.                              

The Gingerale/Ivory Textured     

Cotton was the perfect choice! 

 

I plan to make a matching pair of   

cropped pants.  

   Perfect mix and match.  

All of the new knits will blend. 

 

The new Flax Woven Rayon will also     

be a perfect Madagasgar Tank. 
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      There you have it ...                       

  all squished together. 

 

 You get the mix and match potential! 

 

But you say … I can’t do those colors! 

 That’s o.k.   We have others! 

This gorgeous open weave (see through and very light 

weight) knit is perfect for warm weather.                               

Numerous choices …                                                          

a cami, a Bianca, a Barcelona cardigan.  

   You get the idea.  

 

Add black pants (any length) and/or skirt using the    

lighter weight black microfiber.  

Add the white knit top from pate 16. 

Make a black and a white cami. (Both jersey,) 

Add some excitement … the new red rayon jersey.    

Do a cami and/or a Bianca. Or what about a long red  

jersey cami dress? Knock out!    

Make a black jersey long cami dress.  

Add some white herringbone pants.  

If you already have gray in your wardrobe, perfect! 

  

OR….. That beautiful long black knit cardigan on page 9 … Gotta do that! 
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We are very excited about these new possibilities—upgraded patterns. 

It is a change—yet it is not. 

It is adapting your existing Loes Hinse Design or Studio 

patterns into a new look you will love! 

Our intent is to offer new ideas as an option. 

We hope you enjoy some inspirational new ideas! 

 

 

 

Check out the new fabric on the website! 

 

 

©  2016    The Look is created and published by Loes Hinse and Sharon Lyon.  

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th on San Carlos St. 

P.O. Box 1991 

Carmel, CA  93921 

P    831.620.1060 

 

Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

 

 

Attend a Loes Hinse Sewing Seminar in Carmel, CA.  

Remaining 2016 dates: 

Oct. 7-11 and 21-25 

2017 dates: 

March 3-7 and 24-28 

October 6-10 and 20-14 


